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The research was performed in a sequel phases.

1. Review the literature and cases studies that

utilize the GIS during the (covied19) epidemic to

detect unstudied variables

2. Acquiring the spatial data of (covied19)

confirmed cases in Saudi Arabia.

3. Data has been exported and reviewed by ArcGIS

to identify errors.

4. Constructing an attribute table by add and join

fields based on a a common field.

5. The data has been presented in a map by creating

a custom symbology.

6. The data has been analyzed by observation of

map data and apply qualitative analysis for

further investigation.

This method summarized in (Fig 1).
.

Methodology 
o Visualized a schematic map of that’s include spatial
distribution Saudi population by province; with the
number of (Covied19) cases; and educational level,
as seen in Fig 2.

o However, no clear relationship between (Covied19)
cases, and the educational level was detected.

o Thus, a further analysis using the coefficient of
correlation method was performed.

o The results show that, the coefficient of correlation
(r) generated from the scatter diagram in Fig 3, was
equal to: (-0.32) with a regression equal to: (0.095)

o That’s indicate no strong relationship between the
two variables.

o However, three provinces (out of 13) have shown a
positive relationship between the two variables.

Results

• Many scholars have studied the distribution of
(Covied19) by utilizing GIS techniques.

• This paper has investigated the relationship of
(Covied19) cases with the variable of educational
level by province level, by utilizing ArcGIS and the
correlation and regression analysis.

• It’s concluded that, a low degree of association
between (Covied19) cases and educational level
cross provinces.

• However, some parameters have different results,
and a further investigation may detect strong
association.

Conclusion

Research Objective

§ Study the spatial distribution of (Covied19) in

Saudi Arabia, by province level.

§ Study the relationship between (Covied19)

confirmed cases and educational level of Saudi

citizens.

§ Develop a schematic map of the spatial

distribution of (covied19) with educational level

by utilize ArcGIS.

Background

• The coronavirus (Covied19) has distributed over

the world and most countries have shut down its

territories.

• In case of Saudi Arabia, there were lockdowns

among its 13 provinces to break spread of

infections.

• Although, the infections rate has been continually

increased among provinces.

• Therefore, this project analyzed the spatial

distribution of (Covied19) cases in Saudi Arabia

cross provinces by utilizing ArcGIS.

Introduction

Fig1. Study Methodology Process.  
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Fig 2. Schematic Map by ArcGIS. 
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Corelation Analysis

Fig 3. Scatter diagram of the coefficient regression by Excel. 

o This indicate that, the confidence rate was
approximately equal to 24%.

o Therefore, a further investigation for changing the
study scale may generate different results.
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